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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient and scalable experimental environment for distributed execution of replicated simu-
lators. By taking a performance-centered approach, the proposed technique makes the best use of distributed hard-
ware resources for faster data collection. Accordingly, the primary contribution of this work is to describe how the
environment improves scalability and utilizes distributed hardware resources efficiently. To do this, we suggest a
new concept of single simulation multiple scenarios and propose a distributed execution simulation framework
regarding the following three aspects: (1) layered architecture model design; (2) protocol definitions interacting
with them; and (3) framework implementation. The proposed model architecture and protocol definitions guaran-
tee a straightforward structural scalability and an efficient load-balanced utilization between hardware resources.
Moreover, the framework operates simulation execution automatically without users’ extra work. In order to prove
the efficiency of the proposed framework, we performed three extensive experiments with different models, that
is, different systems. The experimental results show that simulation performance increases proportionally with the
number of hardware resources, minimizing the overhead of the proposed framework’s utilization.

Keywords
Faster data collection, experimental frame, distributed simulation, multi-core computing

1. Introduction

Simulation is often used to resolve problems that are too

hard to solve either explicitly or numerically.1 Simulation-

based experiments provide insight into all aspects of system

development and acquisition, and in several ways that were

not previously possible.2 For example, in defense commu-

nities, a battle experiment through simulation provides new

insight into the future operation capacity (FOC),3,4 and gives

a potential evaluation of military system acquisitions.5,6

Also, in industrial fields, simulation-based experiments are

utilized to solve scheduling problems such as estimating

cycle time, which is required for a job or lot to traverse a

given routing in a production system.7 Finding a solution

using these simulation-based experiments requires answer-

ing ‘‘what if’’ questions involving thousands or millions of

different scenarios.8 Because such problems lead to simula-

tion being an extremely a time-consuming job, many studies

have attempted faster data collection methods to mitigate

the time-consuming phenomenon.9

Recently, multi-core processing techniques have

become more widely used in various industries, which has

resulted in parallel and distributed simulation tech-

niques.10,11 With the current industrial and research trend,

we have focused on fully utilizing given hardware

resources, such as multiple central processing units (CPU

cores) or multiple machines, for faster data collection. In

other words, we have made the best use of given distribu-

ted hardware resources by allocating a specific simulation

application to each CPU core. A simple approach for utili-

zation of the given hardware resources is to execute multi-

ple simulations gradationally and manually. For example, a
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simulationist classifies overall experimental scenarios

into small groups to map them into all available

resources. Thereafter, the simulationist executes multiple

simulations with every resource, and collects the experi-

mental results. If additional hardware resources are

available during simulation execution, the simulationist

generates new scenario groups from the remaining sce-

narios and assigns them to supplementary resources. In

addition, the simulationist should check simulation prog-

ress frequently to see whether some unexpected or

abnormal behaviors occur or not. Due to manual opera-

tions for the overall process, it can easily be error-prone;

for example, he not only repeats simulations several

times for the same scenario, but also misses some impor-

tant scenarios. Consequently, this causes different kinds

of time-consuming phenomena. Explanation of the pre-

ceding situation demonstrates simple but vital reasons

that many researchers have developed their own auto-

matic execution framework for distributed simulation.

Therefore, these frameworks should support four

requirements: (1) the framework should fully utilize the

initial assigned hardware resources (effectiveness); (2) it

should manage overall scenarios and their results conve-

niently (efficiency); (3) it should control unexpected

behaviors during simulation execution (maintenance

handling); and (4) it should guarantee an expandable

simulation execution, such as scenarios or hardware

expansions (scalability).

In simulation fields, some researchers have attempted

to find and explore the first two requirements. These

researchers have proposed chip-multiprocessing12 or

parallel/distributed simulation techniques13–16 to fulfill

them. To be specific, some researchers have suggested a

middleware framework to assist a simulationist with

accessing computing resources easily and without modi-

fying existing simulation applications;17 others have

implemented the cloud middleware that provides a

cloud-enabled, component-based programming inter-

face.18 Notwithstanding their contributions, they missed

some important considerations: the third and fourth

requirements for maintenance handling and scalability.

In detail, they may assume that simulation applications

have been tested completely before simulation-based

experiments. In practical fields, however, it is difficult

to verify the application for all the scenario cases; unex-

pected or abnormal behaviors can occur during simula-

tion execution.19 Next, they have proposed and

developed their own software tools, not based on a gen-

eral theorem or standard, such as IEEE 1278 Distributed

Interactive Simulation (DIS)20 or IEEE 1516 High Level

Architecture (HLA).21 This limits facilitating more scal-

able simulation execution whenever scenarios or hard-

ware resources are extended.

Our point of this study is, therefore, to propose an exe-

cution framework for meeting all the aforementioned

requirements. For the theoretical basis, we propose a new

concept, single simulation multiple scenarios (SSMSs),

which is based on the taxonomy of the computer archi-

tecture. The SSMS concept guarantees that the frame-

work can be scaled up the experiment environment

depending on joined machines, while only a single simu-

lation gives rise to simulation results about multiple

experimental scenarios through distributed execution.

With the theoretical basis of the SSMS concept, we

developed a distributed execution simulation (DEXSim)

framework that is capable of accelerating simulations by

replicating simulation applications across multiple CPU

cores in a single machine, or in multiple machines. The

proposed DEXSim provides several techniques that sup-

port the fulfillment of the foregoing requirements of

effectiveness, efficiency, and maintenance handling: (1)

multiple machines/cores distribution; (2) input scenarios

and output results management; and (3) execution and

shutdown of the simulation application. Furthermore, all

the techniques are designed and implemented based on

IEEE 1516 HLA as a network infrastructure. As a result,

the simulationists can easily extend the framework by

including simulation modules as a federate to the frame-

work (scalability).

In summary, the objectives of this paper are to sug-

gest a theoretical basis for the DEXSim framework and

to suggest an example of the framework realization. To

do this, we first identify a structural design of the

DEXSim framework. For functional classification, we

propose a two-tiered management scheme, in which the

upper layer manages entire simulations, whereas the

lower layer controls the simulations on a single machine.

Based on the structural modeling, we describe detailed

interaction messages between the proposed models by

defining four kinds of protocols: node (node refers to the

communication terminal equipment, such as a PC, and in

this paper, we regard a node as an individual machine to

be joined to the DEXSim framework) management pro-

tocol; synchronization management protocol; scenario

management protocol; and process management proto-

col. For a simple description of protocol definition, we

use a formal semantics of the sequence diagram, which

is part of the unified modeling language (UML).22 In

addition, we describe how the DEXSim framework con-

trols the simulation jobs adaptively and guarantees to

control various abnormal situations. Finally, we explain

an implementation of the DEXSim framework in the

Windows operating system environment. The outcomes

of three experiments illustrate the usefulness of the pro-

posed work.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

Section 2 explains a theoretical basis for the DEXSim

framework, SSMS; Section 3 compares several previous

works; Sections 4 and 5 explain the proposed DEXSim

framework regarding structural design and protocols
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behavior; and Section 6 introduces the implementation of

the DEXSim framework in the Windows operating envi-

ronment. Section 7 illustrates three experimental results to

prove the efficiency of this work, and finally, Section 8

concludes this study and proposes future extensions for a

more complete solution.

2. Problem description

For the theoretical starting point, we describe a new con-

cept for simulation-based experiments with multiple hard-

ware resources. The most well-known taxonomy for

parallel computers was proposed by MJ Flynn in 1966.23

It is based on the multiplicity of data and operations,

which identifies four classes of computers: (1) single

instruction stream single data stream (SISD); (2) single

instruction multiple data (SIMD); (3) multiple instruction

single data (MISD); and (4) multiple instruction multiple

data (MIMD) computers. Among them, the SISD com-

puter corresponds to non-parallel computers that can exe-

cute one instruction at a time on one data at a time,

whereas the SIMD computer are based on a central pro-

gram controller that drives the program flow and a set of

processing elements that all execute the instructions from

the central controller on their individual data items.

Briefly, in the SIMD computers, all processors are given

the same instruction and each processor operates on differ-

ent data. In this paper, we pay attention to the concept of

the SIMD computer, and expand the SIMD concept to the

simulation field for faster data collection.

Figure 1 shows concept expansion from the computer

architecture field to the simulation field. The left-hand side

of Figure 1 indicates the computer architecture field,

whereas the right-hand side corresponds to the simulation

field. The vertical partition represents the amount of data

to be processed at once. In the simulation field, the tradi-

tional simulation-based data collection can be explained

with a concept of single simulation single scenario (SSSS).

Therefore, simulationists run simulations thousands or mil-

lions of times to cover all scenarios in the scenario set. It

is similar to the SISD architecture that is the traditional

concept of the computer architecture. Due to the increasing

necessity of computer architectural parallelism, the SIMD

architecture has been widely used rather than the SISD

architecture. Accordingly, based on the SIMD architecture,

we propose a new concept, called SSMSs, for efficient uti-

lization of the given hardware resources. The SSMS con-

cept means that overall experimental scenarios can be

conducted through only a single simulation if the comput-

ing resources are available. To realize the SSMS concept,

it demands the advanced techniques such as simulator

replication, scenario distribution, and concurrent execution

of replicated simulators, as illustrated in Figure 1.

However, our work relies on theoretical architecture—

SSMS architecture—and we implemented an experimental

environment based on that architecture. In other words, we

Figure 1. Comparison of computer architecture and simulation field.
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defined an architecture for simulation execution and

experiment management. Then, we implemented an

extendable experiment environment utilizing the IEEE

1516 standard, building on the theoretical foundation.

Therefore, the central part of this paper is directed at

how the SSMS concept is applied to the proposed

DEXSim framework. Before describing the SSMS-applied

DEXSim framework, we explain previous research con-

cerning faster data collection in the following section.

3. Related works

Before moving to the central part of our work, we review

several previous studies of faster data collection. An ear-

lier study of faster data collection was explored by

Heidelberger in the 1980s.24 In his research, he compared

the obtained performance of replicated simulation and par-

allel simulation based on statistical analysis. Moreover,

several simulation software tools were proposed for repli-

cated simulation.25–30 These tools were based upon various

technologies, such as parallel and distributed computing

technologies. Among them, five recent representative stud-

ies were selected and compared. Table 1 shows the com-

parison among the representative simulation software and

our DEXSim in the perspective of the experimental envi-

ronment, simulation execution, and the design of experi-

ment. The guideline for classification of the studies is

provided by Taylor et al.17

A framework for Discrete Event Simulation and

Modeling in Java (DESMO-J) was developed at the

University of Hamburg in the late 1990s.31 Its goal is to

provide a framework that supports an efficient implemen-

tation of simulation optimization projects. In order to

implement the DESMO-J, the authors utilized the Java

Remote Method Invocation (RMI) technology. Therefore,

the framework can instantiate a simulation model, execute

the model, and collect information from remote machines.

In addition, the framework’s integrated design of experi-

ment scheme allows simulationists to customize para-

meters of simulation scenarios during experiments. Since

the DESMO-J is implemented on the Java RMI, the simu-

lationists should implement their simulation models in

Java. Moreover, it may be difficult to implement an addi-

tional functionality to the framework, since the architec-

ture of the framework does not consider the extension of

the framework.

The MITRE Elastic Goal-directed simulation frame-

work (MEG) is a middleware framework to allow simula-

tionists to access computing resources easily without

modifying existing simulation applications.32 In particular,

the objective of MEG is to embrace various grid schedu-

lers; thus, the authors have adopted the Gridway meta-

scheduler,33 which works with various distributed resource

management systems, such as HT Condor,26 Globus,27

and Sun Grid Engine (the name has since changed to

Oracle Grid Engine).28 Moreover, the MEG utilized third-

party data processing and visualization tools to help the

simulationist to gather simulation results from distributed

resources and to analyze the simulation results easily.

Therefore, the structure of the MEG is flexible compared

to the DESMO-J. Nevertheless, it may be difficult to

develop MEG-compatible experimental components by

other developers, since the architecture of the MEG does

not consider the third-party components to participate in

the experiments. The distributed resource management

systems that MEG utilizes are designed as general-purpose

systems, so that a special distributed resource management

system is necessary for the simulation domain.

The Concurrent Replications of Parallel and Distributed

Simulations (CR-PADS) framework is a framework to

maximize the speedup of the simulation processes and the

utilization of computing and communication resources.34

To maximize speedup and utilization, the CR-PADS

framework adopts the replication concept that duplicates

the logical processes, and executes them independently

through distributed computing resources. As a result, many

independent simulation runs are executed concurrently by

replicating them. In order to implement the framework, the

authors developed new parallel and distributed simulation

middleware based on the IEEE 1516 standard.35 Therefore,

when the simulationist wants to utilize the framework, he

or she should compile their simulator with the middleware.

It may also be hard to extend the functionality of the simu-

lation software, since the replication architecture is tightly

embedded within the middleware

In 2011, the ICT Innovation Group at Brunel

University and Saker Solutions developed simulation soft-

ware, called the SakerGrid,36 to support the deployment of

simulations across a desktop grid. The SakerGrid has three

components, which are the client, manager, and worker,

and each of these components is implemented by utilizing

the same grid middleware. The architecture of the

SakerGrid can be divided into two elements, the frontend

and the backend. The backend of the SakerGrid comprises

the manager and worker components. The manager com-

ponent controls the simulation jobs and dispatches them to

the workers on the grid. When the worker finishes the

simulation jobs, the manager component collects them and

combines the results from the other workers. The simula-

tionist uses the frontend of the SakerGrid, the client com-

ponent, to submit simulation jobs to the manager. In

addition, the simulationists can monitor the progress of

their execution and download the results when they are

complete. The SakerGrid may be the powerful industrial

simulation software that utilizes the computing resource of

a desktop grid; however, the SakerGrid executes simula-

tion models so that the simulationist should convert their

simulation models. Moreover, it may be difficult to extend

functionality of the SakerGrid to the third parties.

358 Simulation: Transactions of the Society for Modeling and Simulation International 90(4)
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The mJADES simulation system18 is implemented

based on two technologies, the Java-based simulation

library37 and the cloud middleware that provides a cloud-

enabled, component-based programming interface.38 The

JADES simulation engine supports the development and

evaluation of discrete event simulation models. In the

JADES simulation engine, the simulationists develop the

simulation model in a process-oriented view, so that the

modeler describes his model in terms of processes, which

interact with other processes. After the simulationists

develop the simulation models using JADES, the simula-

tionists may utilize the mOSAIC to execute the simulation

on the cloud service providers. In mJADES, the user sub-

mits the simulation requests to the mJADES manager

through the HTTP gateway of the mOSAIC. Then, the

mJADES manager transforms the simulation requests to

simulation jobs and dispatches them to the cloud infra-

structure. Because the simulation models are represented

as processes in mJADES, the time required for simulation

jobs may vary. To help the load balancing, the mJADES

dispatches simulation jobs from the largest to the smallest

set of simulation process. Similar to other simulation soft-

ware, the architecture of mJADES is fixed, and it is hard

to extend the functionality of this software. In addition,

the simulationist should describe the simulation models in

a process-oriented view, so that the simulationist should

rebuild the legacy simulation models to utilize the

mJADES framework.

These studies, as abovementioned, were focused on the

simulation software, which manages the experiments on

the parallel and distributed computing resources. From

another perspective, several studies have focused on chip-

multiprocessing techniques or parallel and distributed

simulation techniques for the full utilization of the given

hardware resources.13–16 Our approach in this paper is

identical to the above studies, but from the viewpoint of

the efficient utilization of hardware resources.

Nevertheless, there are three major differences from

previous studies in the present work. Firstly, our DEXSim

framework executes and controls the simulators, not the

simulation models. Several studies need simulation algo-

rithms or data structures to simulate target simulation mod-

els on a concrete platform.14,15 The DEXSim framework is

a simulator-independent execution environment, and it

executes at the simulator level, not the simulation model

level. Therefore, the DEXSim framework can utilize any

simulator regardless of its system type, such as discrete

event simulators, continuous simulators, and discrete time

simulators.

Secondly, we aimed for the target simulator to be com-

plete and to operate in a standalone environment, which

means that the simulator does not divide into component

simulators for interoperation with each other. Often the

simulator, which measures and analyzes effectiveness by

collecting enormous amount of data, is composed of an

integrated simulator and does not contain several distribu-

ted components.16 This may be particularly true in simula-

tors for finding an optimal solution.39–42 Thus, we

constrained the simulator, in this paper, to being complete

itself and to being able to operate in a standalone environ-

ment. This allows the DEXSim framework to assign a sin-

gle CPU core to a certain simulator.

Thirdly, we aimed to implement a scalable and extend-

able experiment environment. In order to speed up the

simulation experiment, the simulationist may add addi-

tional computing resources during the experiments. In this

situation, the simulation software should identify the

resources and dispatch simulation jobs immediately.

Moreover, the architecture of the simulation software

should allow the third party to extend the experiment envi-

ronment without changing core components of the soft-

ware. For instance, a third-party simulationist may want to

apply an advanced design of experiments scheme to the

experiment environment. Moreover, various visualization

techniques may assist the analysis of the simulation results,

if the simulationist applies their visualization results to the

simulation software. In order to achieve these require-

ments, we adopted the aforementioned simulation architec-

ture to build a protocol. Then, we defined a protocol based

on the IEEE 1516 standard. By defining the protocol based

on the HLA/RTI, a third-party simulationist not only

extends the functionality under the given protocol, but also

utilizes another simulator as a scenario generator by intero-

peration. With these three differences in mind, we will

explain our DEXSim framework in detail in the following

sections.

4. DEXSim framework: structural design

In describing our DEXSim framework, it may be useful to

begin with the suggestion of high-level structural design

preferentially. Accordingly, we will first describe a struc-

tural approach from a high-level viewpoint of the DEXSim

framework; then, we will explain the detailed model con-

struction and its roles of the components.

4.1. Proposed two-tiered DEXSim framework

Because the purpose of the DEXSim framework is to make

the best use of the given hardware resources, we utilized

multiple machines, which are deployed in a distributed

environment. In addition, we utilized the multiple CPU

cores of the machine to collect simulation data quickly. In

order to manage the experiments on distributed machines,

we designed the two-tiered DEXSim structure. This two-

tiered structure provides not only utilization of multiple

cores of a single machine condition, but also utilization of

multiple machines in a distributed environment.

Figure 2 illustrates the high-level structure of the

DEXSim framework that reflects these characteristics. The

360 Simulation: Transactions of the Society for Modeling and Simulation International 90(4)
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structure of the DEXSim framework consists of two

layers: the global DEXSim layer and the local DEXSim

layer. The global DEXSim layer in Figure 2(a) corre-

sponds to a central simulation manager and the local

DEXSim layer in Figure 2(b) corresponds to a single

machine. In other words, the global DEXSim layer is

responsible for the overall simulation execution environ-

ment, whereas the local DEXSim layer is in charge of a

single machine. The global DEXSim layer manages three

types of files: executable simulators, executable scenarios,

and an overall scenario list. The scenario list contains a set

of particular scenario sets, which combine an executable

simulator and its scenario name. The global DEXSim

layer properly assigns partial simulation jobs, that is, frag-

mentary scenario sets, to local DEXSim layers and arrays

simulation results by utilizing the scenario list.

When the local DEXSim layer receives the assigned

simulation jobs, it repartitions them to the CPU cores of

the machine it controls and executes the simulation. For

example, in terms of the simulation jobs’ distribution, we

assume that we have one specific simulator, simA, with

160 separate scenario cases to be carried out, and the

given simulation execution environment contains four

machines with quad-core processors. In this case, the glo-

bal DEXSim layer can assign simA and 40 separate cases

to every local DEXSim layer, and each local DEXSim

layer distributes 10 separate cases to every CPU core in

the machine. The share-out—the sets of 40 and 10 cases,

in this example—comes from a simple arithmetical calcu-

lation. This may not be a problem because we provide a

load-balancing technique at the local DEXSim layer,

which we explain in detail in the following section. In

addition to this characteristic, it is possible for the

DEXSim framework to simulate various distinct

simulators with numerous scenarios, as well as one simu-

lator. Consequently, this hierarchical DEXSim structure

provides efficiency for managing multiple executions of

simulators by separating roles and assigning between the

two-tiered DEXSim layers.

4.2. Model construction of the DEXSim framework

Based on the structural approach, we will describe the

functional model construction of the DEXSim framework.

Figure 3 illustrates an overall model construction. Here,

we designate a global DEXSim layer and a local DEXSim

layer as a federation DEXSim and a federate DEXSim,

respectively. As we can see in Figure 3, the proposed

DEXSim framework comprises one essential federation

DEXSim and at least one federate DEXSim for transmit-

ting messages to the federation DEXSim.

As illustrated in Figure 3, a federation DEXSim has

three components: (1) a simulation manager; (2) a node

manager; and (3) a synchronization manager. The simula-

tion manager is in charge of generating simulation jobs,

managing distributed experiments, and controlling simula-

tion runs. Firstly, the simulation manager generates the set

of simulation jobs, which are the pairs of the simulator

and its scenarios. The set of simulation jobs is the simula-

tion tasks, which are executed in the federate DEXSim.

Secondly, the simulation manager properly assigns partial

simulation jobs to one of the joined federate DEXSims.

Finally, the simulation manager controls the execution of

the simulator by forwarding a command for simulation

execution, for example, simulation start or simulation stop,

to every federate DEXSim and receives the response of

the control messages. The node manager controls the con-

ditions of all node machines (each node machine is con-

trolled by a federate DEXSim, which we explain later). It

receives computing situation information periodically,

such as the number of node machines, the share occupancy

ratios of their CPU cores and memory, and the status of

the processes during execution. This is due to users manu-

ally calling to halt a certain simulator and restarting it, if

necessary. Whenever the simulation execution is com-

pleted without a problem, the node manager receives the

simulation result and arranges it. The synchronization

manager performs the proper initialization and synchroni-

zation process of every federate DEXSim. In particular,

the synchronization manager synchronizes simulation jobs,

which are generated by the simulation manager, to every

federate DEXSim. Hence, the synchronization manager

broadcasts all execution files, such as the executable simu-

lators, scenarios, and a partial scenario list, as mentioned

in the previous section, to every machine. These files are

stored in the particular local storage space of the machine

and, consequently, any CPU core can access them.

Like the federation DEXSim, the federate DEXSim also

has three functional components: a scenario manager; a

Figure 2. High-level structure of the DEXSim framework.
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process manager; and a run-controller. The scenario man-

ager handles a partial scenario list to be assigned by the

synchronization manager. When the scenario manager

receives a request for an executable scenario from the pro-

cess manager, the scenario manager finds a relevant sce-

nario name and transfers it to the process manager. For

systematic management, the scenario manager classifies

scenarios into a completion group or a preparation group.

For the final stage, the process manager is closely involved

in the simulation execution. It performs like a bridge

between the machine’s CPU cores and the federation

DEXSim. When the process manager receives a control

message for simulation start from the simulation manager,

it chooses the simulator and requests a scenario name to be

sent to the scenario manager. Because the execution files

are simultaneously accessible to all CPU cores, the process

manager actually assigns them to a distinct CPU core and

executes simulation. We achieved the load-balancing tech-

nique, referred to in the previous section, with this

physical resource access authority and appropriate mes-

sage definitions. For example, we assumed that CPU core1
in the machine completes the simulation execution,

whereas CPU core2 still performs the simulation execu-

tion. In this case, the process manager receives a next exe-

cution set from the scenario manager and assigns a

simulation job to idle CPU core1 instead of busy CPU

core2. After the simulation is completed, it sends the result

to the run-controller to notify the simulation results to the

federation DEXSim. The process manager repeats this pro-

cess until all scenarios are finished. Since several simula-

tion instances may occupy the resources of the local

experimental environment infinitely, the run-controller

continuously monitors the local experimental environment.

The run-controller monitors the occupancy ratios of CPU

cores and memory usages, and the status of the processes

during execution, and sends them to the federation

DEXSim periodically. The run-controller also monitors

the execution result of a simulator, and reports the

Figure 3. Descriptions and relationships between the DEXSim framework and simulator.
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simulation results to the federation DEXSim. In addition,

when the federation DEXSim sends the execution control

messages as responses of the monitoring reports, the run-

controller takes an action, such as terminating the desig-

nated simulator or changing the process affinity for multi-

ple CPU cores.

5. DEXSim framework: protocol design

The previous section focuses on the structural model

design of the DEXSim framework. We have not yet

described how the DEXSim framework connects to target

simulators, executes them, and manages the experimental

results according to time sequence. Thus, in this section,

we move to detailed behaviors to interact with the

DEXSim component models. In other words, the proposed

DEXSim framework interacts with some specified mes-

sages among the component models. Hence, we define

four kinds of protocols according to functional require-

ments, which associate exchanged information and thereby

coordinate interacted activities.43 At the end of this sec-

tion, we additionally explain that the DEXSim protocols

can handle abnormal situations during the experiments.

5.1. DEXSim protocol definition

The proposed DEXSim protocols perform both data trans-

fer and control functions43 among the DEXSim compo-

nent models and the users. For data transfer, performance

goals include delivering execution files of simulators and

scenarios and transmitting simulation results. For control

functions, reliability goals involve the proper initialization

and synchronization on both sides of a connection,

simulation execution, and simulation termination. This

section describes our proposed protocol from these two

standpoints. In this paper, we classify the proposed proto-

col into four separate protocols: (1) node management pro-

tocol; (2) synchronization management protocol; (3)

process management protocol; and (4) scenario manage-

ment protocol. In the following sections, we describe these

four protocols with UML sequence diagrams to suggest a

specification technique for the proposed protocols with

both formal and intuitive semantics and a user-friendly

graphical notation.44

5.1.1. Node management protocol. The node management

protocol, which is responsible for the federation DEXSim,

supervises all the information within the nodes. Thus, node

management is one of the preconditions of simulation

execution.

Figure 4 and 5 depict the protocols expressed as UML

sequence diagrams for node management. As shown in

Figure 4, the node management protocol takes on the roles

of the registration and initiation processes for all joined

federate DEXSim. In advance, a process manager sends a

message, registerNode(), which contains the hardware

resource information of the node, such as how many CPU

cores the machine employs.

When the node manager receives the message properly,

it sends a message, nodeRegistrationSucceed(), for regis-

tration completion, while it issues two kinds of identifica-

tion (ID), for example, the machine ID and its CPU core

ID, on the basis of the received message. With the distinct

IDs, the node manager sends the message initiateNode() to

the relevant process manager to notify its machine ID and

core ID. When the process manager safely receives the

Figure 4. Messages for configuring the experimental environment.
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message initiateNode(), it records the IDs and sends the

message nodeInitiateSucceeded() to the node manager.

This process is repeated for every federate DEXSim. In

addition, the process manager periodically reports the sta-

tus of the machine, such as the share ratios of its CPU

cores and memory and current process status. The node

manager, likewise, periodically informs users of synthe-

sized information for all the joined machines, such as the

number of joined federate DEXSims and their hardware

resources status. In Figure 5, sendNodeInformation() and

sendNodeInformationList() correspond to the aforemen-

tioned processes. These periodic reporting processes are

for two primary reasons. Firstly, users should perceive

whether the situation is ready for simulation execution. In

our proposed method, a user can extend the experimental

environment by adding additional resources. Therefore, the

user can easily receive information about a machine status

periodically, in order to check that the additional resources

are ready to execute a simulator. Secondly, users can check

the simulation status to see whether the simulator has a

problem. These actions are taken in order to recover from

abnormal situations during the experiments and will be dis-

cussed in the following section.

5.1.2. Synchronization management protocol. In the DEXSim

framework, the federation DEXSim has all the execution

files and input scenarios of a simulator. To execute multi-

ple simulations concurrently by distributing them to the

joined federate DEXSim, the federation DEXSim needs to

replicate actual execution files and their scenarios as well

as assign scenario lists to each federate DEXSim. A syn-

chronization protocol carries out the task by transferring

appropriate data to every federate DEXSim. Figure 6

illustrates interacting messages for synchronization man-

agement expressed as a UML sequence diagram.

When the node manager completes the registration and

initialization processes, the synchronization manager syn-

chronizes all information that is requested for simulation

execution about every joined machine. Thus, the synchro-

nization management is responsible for the following three

tasks. Firstly, it generates a whole scenario list that con-

tains all sets of an executable simulator and a scenario.

Secondly, it divides the whole scenario list into several

parts and assigns them to every joined federate DEXSim

respectively. Finally, it delivers the execution files and

their scenarios of the simulator, including a separate sce-

nario list, to every federate DEXSim. Because the scenario

list contains combinations of an executable simulator

name and a corresponding scenario filename, the federate

DEXSim can discriminate and pick a scenario that is suit-

able for the current experiment environment. Then, the

federate DEXSim performs a simulation for the scenario

for each scenario within the scenario pool. Accordingly,

the content of the partial scenario list enables the execu-

tion of a single simulator with multiple scenarios. Thus,

the proposed protocol definitions provide a basis for the

SSMS concept. Returning to the protocol explanation, the

synchronization manager conducts the first and second

roles in advance, and the third role is conducted by send-

ing a message, synchronizationScenarioNode(), to every

federate DEXSim, namely the scenario manager. Upon

receiving the message, each scenario manager saves three

types of files and sends a message, scenarioSynchronization-

Achieved(), to the synchronization manager. When the syn-

chronization manager receives the message from all feder-

ate DEXSims, it sends a synchronization completion

message, allNodesSynchronized(), to users. Clearly, the

Figure 5. Node monitoring messages in the node management protocol.
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success of the node and synchronization management

means that we are ready to execute multiple simulations

concurrently with the proposed DEXSim framework.

5.1.3. Scenario management protocol. Node and synchroni-

zation management, as explained earlier, correspond to the

establishment process before actual experiments. We will

now describe two protocols, scenario and process

management, regarding actual simulation execution.

Figure 7 depicts message interaction for the scenario man-

agement protocol expressed as a UML sequence diagram.

Through the synchronization protocol, the scenario

manager receives a partial scenario list, which should be

executed in its own machine. The role of scenario manage-

ment is similar to that of synchronization management.

The difference between the two is that, while

Figure 7. Interacting messages for scenario management in the federate DEXSim.

Figure 6. Interacting messages for synchronization management in the federation DEXSim.
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synchronization management distributes partial scenario

lists out of the whole list, scenario management does not

distribute them but rather processes one scenario at a time

according to the order of requests from the process man-

ager. Let us explain this situation with the sequence dia-

gram in Figure 7. Firstly, the process manager sends a

message, requestScenario(), to request a scenario for

simulation execution. The requestScenario() message

includes a set about the previous executed simulator and

its scenario if it exists. If it is the first time for the process

manager to request a scenario, the message

requestScenario() contains a null message. After receiving

requestScenario(), the scenario manager checks the sce-

nario pool, chooses a new scenario, which additionally

includes the number of iterations, and sends a message

including the scenario, currentScenario(), to the process

manager. If the simulator completes iterative simulation

executions for the relevant scenario (we will explain this

process when we address the process management proto-

col), the process manager requests a new scenario to be

sent to the scenario manager.

5.1.4. Process management protocol. The process manage-

ment protocol plays a direct role in executing and terminat-

ing simulations. While simulation commonly terminates

automatically without any problem, manual termination is

necessary when problems occur. Therefore, we describe

process management by differentiating between the two

cases, but we shall first explain the normal situation illu-

strated in Figure 8.

As we have seen in the previous sections, users are ready

to execute simulation if they safely receive

sendNodeInformationList() and allNodeSynchronized().

When users send a start message, startSimulation(), to a

simulation manager, the simulation manager also broadcasts

a message for simulation execution, startExecution(), to

every process manager. After the process managers receive

the message, each process manager brings up information for

an executable simulator and its scenario using the scenario

management protocol. Then the process manager utilizes the

following load-balancing scheme to achieve load-balanced

resource utilization for the experiment environment.

Figure 8. Interacting messages for process management in the federate DEXSim.
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As shown in Algorithm 1, the algorithm maps the given

simulation tasks to the available CPU cores. When the

process manager receives the allocation information from

the AllocateSimulationTask method, it sends an execution

message, allocateExecutionProcess(), that contains the

information. Figure 8 illustrates the simulator allocation

process mentioned above. In Figure 8, after process man-

ager1 receives the startExecution() message, it brings up

information for an executable simulator and its scenario

using the scenario management protocol. Afterwards, pro-

cess manager1 finds available CPU cores and sends execu-

tion messages, allocateExecutionProcess(), that contain

the information. When the ordered simulation execution is

complete, the process manager receives the

terminateExecutionCallback() message as a completion

message.

The received simulation result through terminate-

ExecutionCallback() is transferred to users gradually using

the messages sendExecutionResult() and send-

SimulationResult(), respectively. By controlling multiple

CPU cores simultaneously, process manager1 can perform

multiple execution processes at the same time from core1
to coreN. Thus, process manager1 allocates the next simu-

lation execution to any idle core based on Algorithm 1.

Consequently, the proposed protocols and physical file

accessibility, as suggested above, are powerful advantages

for guaranteeing load-balanced utilization.

From the users’ perspective, when they send an execu-

tion message, startSimulation(), to the simulation man-

ager, the simulation execution proceeds automatically in

the DEXSim framework, and users just need to wait while

all the simulations finish and the results are checked with-

out their involvement. Thus, only a single simulation com-

mand enables the execution of multiple scenarios, that is,

the SSMS process. Although this automatic process is

another advantage of our DEXSim framework, we should

consider how the proposed DEXSim framework handles

exceptional conditions, such as abnormal behavior of the

simulator.

As explained earlier, the DEXSim framework guaran-

tees to recover abnormal execution situations, such as

abnormal termination of a simulator or abnormal execu-

tion of a simulator. Since the DEXSim framework does

not give any limitations to the simulators, such simulators

may terminate abnormally, or they may cause the frame-

work to stall. Generally, abnormal termination of a simula-

tor may happen when the simulators have defects, such as

divide by zero errors. Due to theses defects, the simulation

result may be unreliable so that not all experiment results

can be trusted. The upper part of Figure 9 shows how the

Figure 9. Process management protocol for recovery from abnormal simulator status.
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DEXSim framework handles abnormal termination of the

simulator. When the simulator terminates abnormally, the

process manager detects the termination and sends its

simulation results to the run-controller. Then, the run-

controller reports the execution result to the simulation

manager. The simulation manager supervises the execu-

tion status and handles the exceptional status, for example,

reports to the user or suspends entire simulation runs.

Stalling of the DEXSim framework is another abnormal

execution situation. Such situations may come from abnor-

mal behaviors of the simulator, for example, the actual

execution time exceeds the abnormal execution criteria

given by the simulationist and still occupies the CPU core

without any simulation results. In the worst-case scenario,

an unreliable simulator occupies all CPU cores in the

DEXSim framework so that the simulator eventually leads

to an abnormal core occupancy status in the framework.

This issue deserves consideration because it is not possible

to verify all input scenarios and simulators; therefore,

unexpected behaviors can occur at any time, especially in

the experimental stage.

The lower part of Figure 9 shows how our DEXSim

framework processes this problem. Figure 9 represents

simulation situations analogous to Figure 8, except for the

activities of coreN. In Figure 9, job1 is allocated to coreN,

and it carries out the simulation execution, job1. While

coreN conducts the simulation execution, users monitor how

well the simulation is proceeding using the node manage-

ment protocol. Unfortunately, abnormal execution may be

very likely when job1 shows no signs of completion.

Various factors for abnormal execution can be found in

coreN, such as problems of hardware resources or the

assigned simulator. To overcome abnormal execution, the

process management protocol provides an additional recov-

ery message set, exceptionalSimulatorTermination() and

exceptionalSimulatorTerminationResult(). In Figure 9, the

run-controller bypasses the recovery messages to the process

manager, and the process manager sends a halt event to job1

in coreN and reallocates the reassigned job2 to coreN.

Therefore, this message set provides intellectual and effi-

cient utilization of the DEXSim framework to recover from

unnatural simulation executions. In the following section,

we will describe the abnormal occupancy recovery mechan-

ism and verify it using the finite state machine (FSM).

5.2. Abnormal occupancy recovery mechanism

In order to overcome the stalling situations in the DEXSim

framework, the framework provides two mechanisms: (1)

monitoring all CPU cores’ conditions and (2) users’ inter-

vention in the unexpected termination of a simulator. As

we have seen, the former is attained using the node man-

agement protocol, while the latter is accomplished by the

process manager protocol. In this section, we show how

the DEXSim protocols recover from stalling situations

using the FSM. The FSM-based protocol verification is

used to verify various protocols45,46 to show that the proto-

cols do not contain a deadlock behavior. However, in this

paper, we focus on the recovery technique in the case of

an abnormal occupancy of the CPU cores, not the verifica-

tion method, to maintain deadlock-free situations at all

times. Consequently, our aim for recovering from abnor-

mal occupancy status using the FSM is to show that there

exists a transition, which breaks the abnormal occupancy

status in every running CPU core. To this end, first, we

conduct a simple CPU core model using the FSM, as illu-

strated in Figure 10. In Figure 10, we show three CPU core

models that behave depending on different situations,

namely normal, abnormal, and recovering abnormal occu-

pancy situations. Each CPU core model has two states,

Idle and Occupy, represented by an ellipse and solid lines,

respectively, in the model that denote the behavior of the

simulator, and a dotted line that denotes the exceptional

message from the federation DEXSim.

As Figure 10(a) illustrates, when a process manager

allocates a CPU core for a reliable simulator, the CPU

Figure 10. Representation of central processing unit (CPU) core model in three situations.
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core model accomplishes an execute transition by chang-

ing the state from Idle to Occupy. Because a normal simu-

lation is carried out easily and finished after a while, the

model can be turned into the Idle state through an exit

transition. In contrast, an abnormal simulator cannot termi-

nate itself, which means that it is impossible for the model

to conduct any exit transitions. Therefore, the model is

unable to change its state indefinitely, and then the

DEXSim framework can be said to be in an abnormal

occupancy status (see Figure 10(b)). After an abnormal

occupancy has occurred, however, it can be corrected by

using several techniques.46 In this paper, we employ a pro-

cess termination method in order to abort all processes

involved in the abnormal occupancy manually, and we

offer a termination transition, as illustrated in Figure

10(c). Accordingly, the DEXSim framework allows the

CPU core model to escape the abnormal occupancy state,

Occupy, using the exit transition in normal situations or

the added termination transition in abnormal situations.

The proposed process termination is feasible because the

federate DEXSim and its simulator are separate processes

and are executed independently.

Now, let us consider an extended case of the DEXSim

framework that contains two CPU cores. As illustrated in

Figure 11, we can assume that the CPU core model has

four states, (Idle1, Idel2), (Occupy1, Idle2), (Idle2,

Occupy2), and (Occupy1, Occupy2), which represent com-

binations of the two cores’ status. In Figure 11, we define

termination transitions to recover from abnormal occu-

pancy. Because the DEXSim framework is extendable

simply by joining a federate DEXSim, the CPU core

model can be generalized including N units of cores.

Analogously, we can say that there exist exceptional ter-

mination transitions, which are triggered by the federation

DEXSim, in every state of the CPU core model.

6. DEXSim framework: implementation

Now that we have theoretical descriptions of the proposed

DEXSim framework, we may better understand how to

implement the proposed DEXSim framework. In this sec-

tion, we will present an implementation of an instance of

our proposed framework for the Windows operating sys-

tem environment. We implemented two types of messages

and components of the DEXSim framework, using run-

time infrastructure (RTI). RTI, the fundamental compo-

nent of HLA, provides a set of software services to coordi-

nate operations and data exchange during a runtime

execution. In HLA/RTI, the federate denotes as an HLA-

compliant entity, and federation denotes multiple entities

connected via the RTI using a shared data model. In this

research, we have adopted the HLA/RTI as the infrastruc-

ture of the DEXSim framework. Firstly, we have utilized

the federation management (FM) service for federate

DEXSim management. In the HLA/RTI, FM service

defines how federates create, join, and resign the federa-

tion. In the DEXSim framework, we consider the federa-

tion and federate DEXSim as federate in the HLA/RTI,

which interoperate with each other using the aforemen-

tioned messages. Therefore, a user can easily append an

additional computing resource by executing federate

DEXSim on the computer. Then, the federate DEXSim

may join the experiment environment and receive the

necessity data for the experiment.

Secondly, we have utilized declaration management

(DM) and object management (OM) services to control

and distribute necessary data to each federate. Since the

federation DEXSim controls the experiment and distribu-

ted necessity data for the experiment centrally, the federa-

tion DEXSim publishes the process control message and

necessity data, and the federate DEXSim subscribes the

messages using DM services. The federation DEXSim uti-

lizes the object of the OM services to distribute the simula-

tor, scenario, and scenario list files. Therefore, when an

additional computing resource joins the DEXSim frame-

work, necessity data can be synchronized by OM services.

Moreover, since the federate DEXSim subscribes the pro-

cess control messages, the federation DEXSim can control

the local execution environment through federate DEXSim

by sending process control message as interaction.

Finally, we use the time management (TM) services for

abnormal situation-handling schemes for the DEXSim

framework. In the HLA/RTI, each federate manages the

local time and coordinates data exchange with other mem-

bers of a federation based on the local time. In order to

implement the abnormal situation-handling scheme for the

DEXSim framework, the federation DEXSim does not pro-

ceed its local time until it receives each federate DEXSim

experiment status. When the federation DEXSim receives

the experiment status of the federate DEXSim, the federa-

tion DEXSim decides on the abnormal terminations or

Figure 11. Central processing unit core model including two
cores.
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abnormal occupancy of replicated simulators under certain

conditions, which are given by the user.

6.1. Federation DEXSim implementation:
node and synchronization management

The requirements of the proposed framework are to man-

age the distributed and parallel experimental environment

simultaneously. In the distributed environment, federation

and multiple federate DEXSims have their own local mem-

ory, and they exchange messages with other components

of the DEXSim if necessary. For federation DEXSim

implementation, two types of messages, process control

and data transfer, are utilized between the federation and

multiple federate DEXSim. As we suggested in previous

sections, messages for process control include registration

of multiple federate DEXSims or notification of node

information, etc., whereas data transfer messages contain

execution files such as simulators, scenarios, and scenario

lists.

Figures 12 and 13 represent an implementation of node

and synchronization management. Every federation and

federate DEXSim is implemented as an independent pro-

cess, and they all join the DEXSim framework using the

HLA/RTI. Therefore, any simulationists can implement

their own components to interoperate with other federation

and federate DEXSim based on the aforementioned

protocols.

6.2. Federate DEXSim implementation:
scenario and process management

As was the case of the federation DEXSim implementa-

tion, the federate DEXSim implementation also is based

on the HLA/RTI. The messages about simulation controls

and scenario results in Figure 14 are transferred though the

HLA/RTI. There is one other point that claims our atten-

tion, which is how the process manager allocates a particu-

lar simulator to the machine’s CPU core. To resolve this

situation, we use a system call method, which is the pro-

cess to request action by the operating system. In Figure

14, the process manager allocates the execution process,

which is the simulator, to every CPU core. This is possible

because each federate DEXSim and simulator is a separate

program and is executed independently. Accordingly, the

federate DEXSim utilizes the Windows-specific system

call function to start the simulator on the operating system.

Figure 14 shows the normal simulation situation for the

DEXSim framework without any problems. We also

Figure 13. Implementation of synchronization management services in the DEXSim framework.

Figure 12. Implementation of node management services in the DEXSim framework.
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propose a method to recover from abnormal occupancy,

which is shown in Figure 15. A specific exceptional transi-

tion, a terminate transition, which we described in the pre-

vious section and is easily implemented using a Windows

command, is called a kill process.

In order to identify the abnormal occupancy situation,

the DEXSim framework utilized TM services in the HLA

standard. During the simulation experiment, the federation

DEXSim maintains time-out clocks for each federate

DEXSim and monitors the simulation results. The time-

out clocks are used to check the simulation progress of

simulators in each federate DEXSim. Before staring the

simulation, the simulationists set up the deadline in the

time-out clock based on the types of simulators. If the

simulation process does not generate simulation results

until the given time-out period, the DEXSim framework

terminates the process and notifies the users. For abnormal

termination situations, the framework monitors the simula-

tion results to check for the abnormal termination of the

simulation process.

7. Case study

In the preceding sections, we described our DEXSim

framework design and implementation. This section pre-

sents the experimental results of three target simulators

using DEXSim implementation. The experimental results

provided in this section were all obtained on a homoge-

neous cluster of 16 machines. Each machine within the

cluster had dual quad-core Intel i7-2600 CPUs running at

3.40 GHz and 8 GB of DRAM, and running on Windows

7. The machines within the cluster were connected to a

gigabit Ethernet switch with two trunked gigabit ports per

machine. We will first briefly describe the three target

simulators, and then display the DEXSim framework dur-

ing multiple simulations, and compare and finally analyze

the experimental results.

7.1. Target simulator description

Target simulators were applied to military analysis and

acquisition missions of the Korean military.47 Among three

experiments, two used simulators designed by simulation

models, whereas the other used a simulator represented by

a complicated and stochastic analytic model.

For the first experiment, we used the naval air defense

simulator, which was developed to validate an anti-air

defense doctrine on the sea. We applied the discrete

event system formalism to make a simulator that can

reflect the anti-air defense doctrine as well. For the sec-

ond experiment, we utilized the naval underwater war-

fare simulator, which was developed to acquire the

performance indices of underwater weapon systems.

Detailed information on these two simulators is provided

by Kim et al.3

Figure 14. Instance of federate DEXSim implementation: scenario and process management.
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Finally, we used the analytical model in use in the

Korea Combat Training Center (KCTC).48 The KCTC has

been constructed to conduct exercises, combat training,

and field experiments in a virtual training environment.

Every soldier wears multiple integrated laser engagement

system (MILES) gear, which uses lasers, sensors, and

blank cartridges to simulate an actual battle. During train-

ing exercises at the KCTC, troops are engaged in virtual

battles equipped with laser shooters and detectors, and the

central control system receives detailed portrayals of battle

scenes and evaluates them.49 The KCTC simulator was

developed on the theoretical basis of Driels.50 The three

experiments require a large number of experiment sets and

significant computational time, as illustrated in Table 2. In

the following section, we explain the experimental results

in detail.

7.2. Experiment results

We describe our experimental results in two ways. The

first step is to explain the execution situation of multiple

simulations using the DEXSim framework, which shows

how the DEXSim framework controls the simulations.

Secondly, we arrange the scenario cases and their results

into a table that shows how much total execution time for

overall simulation is accelerated due to our DEXSim

framework.

7.2.1. Simulation using the DEXSim framework. Figure 16

shows the simulation monitoring of all joined multiple

federate DEXSims. The left-hand side of Figure 16 shows

the overlapping screens of all the federate DEXSims and

the right-hand side shows their current CPU and RAM

occupancy ratios. The node management protocol transfers

this information to the node manager, and the node man-

ager displays it. During multiple simulations, the users

check the situation of the current simulation, that is, how

much the simulator occupies the CPU core or for how long

the simulator runs, and determine whether the simulations

are proceeding normally or abnormally. The check boxes

on the right-hand side of Figure 16 show that the multiple

federate DEXSims are well conducted in the relevant

machine. Therefore, the users can check the simulation sit-

uation at run-time simulation, and can take an action if

necessary (e.g., when the behavior of the particular simu-

lator is unreliable).

7.2.2. Execution time measurement. This section analyzes

how much the proposed DEXSim framework can acceler-

ate simulations. To do this, we construct a table that repre-

sents scenario cases and their elapsed time for simulation.

As described in Table 2, various simulation models were

used in the first and second simulations. Therefore, the

elapsed time for a single simulation is a bit longer than the

third simulator. Nevertheless, the third experiment, the

Figure 15. Instance of abnormal occupancy recovery method in DEXSim implementation.
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Figure 16. Simulation monitoring of all joined multiple federate DEXSims.

Table 2. Design and results of three experiments.

Experimental index Simulator 1 Simulator 2 Simulator 3 Implications

Varied parameter
cases

34 + 33 = 108 5× 42 × 2= 160 54 × 44 = 40,000 Total variation of
cases for full-scale
experiment

Total cases (34 + 33)× 30= 3,240 160× 100= 16,000 40,000× 30= 120,000 No. of replication
per case (Sim1,
Sim2, Sim3): (30,
100, 100)

Elapsed time per an
experiment (sec)

60 90 40 The average time
for one simulation

Elapsed time with
existing
environment
(hour)

3,240× 60 ‚ 3,600= 54 16,000× 90 ‚ 3,600= 400 120,000× 40 ‚ 3,600= 1,333 The result of the
classical simulation
environment: one
standalone PC
using one CPU
core

Elapsed time with
proposed DEXSim
framework (hour)

0.982 7.143 24.24 Theoretical
improvement: 64
times faster
Practical
improvement: 55
times faster due to
overhead, such as
network latency or
task switching cost
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KCTC simulator, had the most numerous scenario cases

among the three experiments. Consequently, it took time

to execute simulations.

As described previously, we performed a full simula-

tion using 16 target PCs with quad-core processors for the

scaling study. From Table 2, we can identify an important

finding. When we used the proposed DEXSim framework,

expected performance improvement is about 64 times, ide-

ally. However, we improved the simulation execution time

by about 55 times compared to the classic simulation envi-

ronment that used a single PC with a CPU core. The num-

ber accounts for overheads, such as network latency or

task-switching costs. Particularly in order to solve the

problem of the KCTC, the simulation had to be accom-

plished in one day instead of over the course of 55 days.

In summary, the experimental results show that the total

elapsed simulation time is reduced in proportion to the

hardware resources, which means that the extra overhead

of the DEXSim framework is much less than that of the

simulation execution. Among the experiments, two used

simulators designed by simulation models consisting of a

set of rules and timed-state transitions, whereas the other

used a simulator represented by a complicated and sto-

chastic analytic model. Therefore, the experiments show

that the DEXSim framework enables the application of

any simulator regardless of the simulator type.

8. Conclusion

Due to the increasing necessity of simulation-based

experiments and improvements in hardware performance,

distributed simulation techniques fully utilizing the given

hardware resources are becoming essential in the modeling

and simulation field. To satisfy these demands, this paper

has attempted to describe an advanced simulation tech-

nique, the DEXSim framework, to utilize multiple distrib-

uted hardware resources for faster data collection. For the

theoretical starting point, we propose the SSMS concept

for the DEXSim framework, which is based on taxonomy

of the computer architecture. To sum up, the following

kinds of methods for the DEXSim framework were intro-

duced in this paper: (1) a structural model design with two

hierarchies; (2) component identification of two hierarchi-

cal models according to functional classification; and (3)

IEEE 1516 standard based protocols. The hierarchical

DEXSim structure provides efficiency by separating roles

between the two-tiered DEXSim layers, and providing

scalability by containing multiple federate DEXSim. In

addition, component models and their interacting protocols

in the DEXSim framework bring highly efficient load bal-

ancing in the local experimental environment and addi-

tionally offer an intellectual utilization of the framework

to recover from unnatural simulation executions. The

DEXSim framework also hides the technical details of

multi-core programming from general users, allowing

them to benefit from increased computing capacity with

minimal knowledge of the execution environment. Finally,

the DEXSim framework is implemented on the HLA/RTI,

so that the simulationist can easily extend and scale up the

experiment environment. For the scaling study, we per-

formed a full simulation using 16 target PCs, and the

experimental results showed that the total elapsed simula-

tion time was reduced in proportion to the hardware

resources, which means that the extra overhead of the

DEXSim framework is much less than that of the simula-

tion execution.

For further research, there are several considerations to

improve the current DEXSim framework. In particular, we

assume that experiments are executed on homogenous

computing resources. However, the execution time of

simulators with heterogeneous computing resources may

differ from each other. As a result, the load balancing

between federate DEXSims may be considered at the fed-

eration DEXSim level. Moreover, research to support vari-

ous simulation architectures in the DEXSim framework is

a notable topic for the further study.

The successful execution of this study will offer an

immediate application for most complicated, large-scale,

and stochastic simulators, and the technical cooperation

with existing software-based methods will result in a con-

siderable synergy effect for faster data collection.

Furthermore, we expect that this work will provide gui-

dance for decisions in the modeling and simulation fields.
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